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1 Create your EC2 resources and launch your EC2

instance

1. Login to AWS account create EC2 instance

2. To create EC2 instance follow AWS create ec2 instance guideline 1.

3. Once the EC2 instance start the status will turn into running green colour shown
in below image.

Figure 1: EC2 instance successfully started

2 Store Dataset in AWS S3 storage

1. Login to AWS account create S3 bucket

1https://docs.aws.amazon.com/efs/latest/ug/gs-step-one-create-ec2-resources.html
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2. create S3 bucket follow AWS create S3 instance guideline 2.

3. Once the S3 bucket created its easy to upload the dataset in the S3 same like
keeping files in the folder of the computer.

Figure 2: S3 bucket successfully created

3 Create AWS EMR cluster

1. Login to AWS account create EMR cluster

2. create EMR cluster follow AWS create EMR cluster guideline 3.

3. Once the S3 bucket created its easy to upload the dataset in the S3 same like
keeping files in the folder of the computer.

4 Install Anaconda with Python 3.0

1. After creating EC2 instance Anaconda should be installed exe need to installed in
ec2 from the website 4.

2. After installing anaconda python 3.0 need to be installed in the EC2 instance5.

2https://docs.aws.amazon.com/AmazonS3/latest/userguide/create-bucket-overview.html
3https://docs.aws.amazon.com/emr/latest/ManagementGuide/emr-setting-up.html
4https://repo.continuum.io/archive/Anaconda2-4.1.1-Linux-x8664.sh
5https://docs.aws.amazon.com/elasticbeanstalk/latest/dg/eb-cli3-install-linux.html
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Figure 3: Anaconda console

5 Run code with jupyter Notebook

1. Install jupyter in anaconda console

2. install pip using the website 6.

3. open given code file in the jupyter note

6https://jupyter.org/install
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Figure 4: Anaconda console
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